UNT College of Engineering,
Department of Engineering Technology
2020 ETEC IAB/Design Day
Monday, April 27, 2020

10:30am – 12:00 noon    ETEC IAB Meeting – Interim Chair Seifollah Nasrazadani

1:00pm – 5:00pm Student Presentations

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

MODERATOR: Dr. Al Attah
Assistant Co-Host: Dr. Cheng Yu
Team #1 1:00pm – 1:25pm
Team #2 1:30pm – 1:55pm
Team #3 2:00pm – 2:25pm
Team #4 2:30pm – 2:55pm
Team #5 3:00pm – 3:25pm
Closing Statements

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Session 1                     Session 2

MODERATOR: Dr. Huseyin Bostanci MODERATOR: Dr. Maurizio Manzo
Assistant Co-Host: Dr. Hector Siller Assistant Co-Host: Dr. Leticia Anaya
Team #1  1:00pm – 1:25pm       Team #9   1:00pm – 1:25pm
Team #2 1:30pm – 1:55pm        Team #10 1:30pm – 1:55pm
Team #3 2:00pm – 2:25pm        Team #11 2:00pm – 2:25pm
Team #4 2:30pm – 2:55pm        Team #12 2:30pm – 2:55pm
   Break  2:55pm – 3:10pm   Break   2:55pm – 3:10pm
Team #5 3:10pm – 3:35pm        Team #13 3:10pm – 3:35pm
Team #6 3:40pm – 4:05pm        Team #14 3:40pm – 4:05pm
Team #7 4:10pm – 4:35pm        Team #15 4:10pm – 4:35pm
Team #8 4:40pm – 5:05pm        Team #16 4:40pm – 5:05pm
Closing Statements              Closing Statements